Celebrity Couple News: Hilary
Duff Shares Heartfelt Tribute
to Matthew Koma on Engagement
Anniversary
By Ellie Rice
In the latest celebrity news, Hilary Duff posted a series of
Instagram photos honoring her husband, Matthew Koma, to
celebrate the anniversary of their engagement. The pair had
been dating three years prior to the engagement and share a
daughter together. According to UsMagazine.com, the happy
couple met back in 2015 while Koma was producing one of Duff’s
music albums.

In this celebrity couple news,
Hilary
and
Matthew
are
reflecting on the day they got
engaged. What are some ways to make
your
engagement
personal
and
memorable?
Cupid’s Advice:
Aside from your wedding day and the birth of your child,
getting engaged is one of the most special days of your adult
life. If you’re curious about how to make it memorable, Cupid
has some advice for you:

1. Capture the moments: Whether you are the one proposing, or
you’ve just been proposed to, capturing this special moment is
so important. Hire a photographer or enlist a friend to help
make this time extra special and something you both can always
look back on. If you’ve just been proposed to, take pictures
of the ring and the two of you, so this day can last forever.
You can show the pictures at your wedding, and take a page of
out Hilary Duff’s playbook and reminisce on social media!
Related Link: Relationship Advice:
Similarities For A Happy Marriage?
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2. Share the news: One of the beauties of social media is its
ability to quickly spread information. Family and friends from
all over the world can be reached at the click of a button.
Share the news of your engagement across your platforms, only
when you’re ready of course, so everyone you love can
celebrate with you! Call your friends and family as their
excitement for you will be out of this world. Years from now
you will all be able to reminisce on the happiness of this
occasion.
Related Link: Hilary Duff Says
Declarations Are ‘Uncomfortable’
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3. Plan your party: Throwing an epic and memorable engagement
party is a right of marital passage. The best way to celebrate
your love is by being surrounded by all of your friends and
family. Invite your loved ones, cater some delicious food, and
dance the night away! This is a night that you will never
forget, with all of the people who love you the most.
What are some ways you would make your proposal memorable?
Start a conversation in the comments below!

Celebrity Baby News: Carrie
Underwood Shares Sex of Baby
at 2018 CMAs
By Ivana Jarmon
It’s a boy for Carrie Underwood! In celebrity news, the
country singer accidentally let it slip that she is having a
boy while hosting the 52nd CMA Awards, EOnline.com reports.
Co-host Brad Paisley managed to poke and prod Underwood to
learn the sex of the baby for all the details on live TV. He
teased, “Seriously, Carrie, give me a baby hint.” Paisley
suggested a few potential girl and boy names, and Underwood,
annoyed, said, “Oh, my gosh, Willie, it’s a Willie!” This is
Underwood’s second celebrity pregnancy, as she and husband
Mike Fisher share a son named Isaiah.

In celebrity baby news, Carrie
Underwood is expecting a little
boy. What are some ways to reveal
the sex of your unborn child??
Cupid’s Advice:
Next to announcing that you’re pregnant, revealing if it’s a
girl or boy is very big news, so why not find a creative way
to share it. Cupid has some ways to reveal the sex of your
unborn child:
1. Gender reveal balloons: To do a gender reveal with a
balloon, many people fill the inside with blue or pink

confetti, powder. When it is time to reveal the gender, the
only thing the future parents will have to do is pop it with a
pin and the confetti, glitter or powder will explode in a big
way. Celebrity couples such as Kate Hudson and Danny Fujikawa
have done it.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Ups: Kaitlyn Bristowe Visits
Vancouver Post-Split from Shawn Booth
2. Color your cake: All gender reveal parties call for cake or
cupcakes…it’s a rule. So why not hide the news of your babies’
gender inside the cake or cupcake? All it takes is some food
coloring to make the batter pink or blue, then use frosting to
hide the evidence and write an enticing message on top. The
only way guest will find out what the gender is by cutting the
cake or biting the cupcake.
Related Link: Celebrity Interview: Actress Haylie Duff Talks
Thanksgiving Meals and Marriage
3. Push pop confetti: Nothing says celebration like confetti!
Gender reveal confetti push pops are the perfect reveal.
Celebrity couple such as Hilary Duff and Matthew Koma have
used the push pop at their own gender reveal party. The push
pops can be found in many stores already pre-loaded with pink
or blue confetti a simple twist is all that is required to
activate and dazzle you and your guess with Confetti.
What are some ways to reveal the sex of your unborn child?
Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity Couple: Hilary Duff
& New Boyfriend Matthew Koma
Make
First
Red
Carpet
Appearance
By Cortney Moore
It is now red carpet official! Hilary Duff and new boyfriend
Matthew Koma made their first public appearance at
Entertainment Weekly’s pre-SAG Award party. The new celebrity
couple coordinated matching black outfits and looked
effortlessly chic while they partied the night away. According
to a source from UsMagazine.com, the pair “had great
chemistry” when they collaborated on Duff’s 2015 Breathe In.
Breathe Out. album, so it shouldn’t be much of a surprise. The
musically-inclined couple first made celebrity news earlier
this month over their coffee date. “They were leaning in and
laughing a lot. They had their arms linked and kissed at one
point,” an insider told Us at the time; but this latest outing
confirms that this celebrity couple is here to stay.

This new celebrity couple is making
it official! What are some ways to
debut your new relationship to
family and friends?
Cupid’s Advice:
When you’ve finally found the one, the next step is to
introduce them to the other important people in your life. It

can be a nerve-racking experience, but it doesn’t have to be.
Cupid is here to provide you with creative ideas on debuting
your new relationship:
1. Send a cute picture: Nip all the questions in the bud by
showing your family and friends pictures of your new beau.
This will provide a face to the name you provide them. It also
prepares them in regards to who they’ll be meeting soon.
Related Link: Celebrity News: New Couple Hilary Duff & Matthew
Koma ‘Had Great Chemistry in the Studio’
2. Give them quizzes: If you don’t want to send pictures, you
can provide clues to your family and friends, and let them
guess. This little game works well if they already know the
person you’re now dating.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Hilary Duff Speaks Out on
Divorce, Marriage, Monogamy and More
3. Have a joint dinner: Of course the best way to debut your
new relationship status is by doing it face-to-face. Kill two
birds with one stone by having a dinner party and inviting
your family, closest friends and new love.
How have you debut your new relationship to family and
friends? Share your stories below!

